BRC Consumer Products

Background

BRC Consumer Products has been created by the British Retailer Consortium to help suppliers in supplying safe and legal products. It helps to document that we have taken all reasonable precautions and exercised due diligence to avoid failure in the manufacture of products.

Our Product Safety Politics

- We improve the quality of life for the users of our products
- We ensure that the products are fit and safe for the users when used correctly

Abena Benefits

We care about the users of our products, and we do not want our products to pose the slightest risk to them – especially as they are often individuals with delicate skin and health.

In our Production department we have conducted a risk analysis on the whole production process. We have no critical control points as there are no potential risks that can cause major injury for the users of our products.

We have implemented several procedures to ensure safe and legal products and to improve the hygiene standards in our production process i.e. more strict demands on our suppliers, procedures on handling raw materials, cleaning procedures, procedures on personal hygiene, recall procedures and more.